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“I have brought another wine with me,” he said, “that you are welcome to drink.  I 

only give this wine to those I love, but when you drink this wine you will sorrow no 

more.” 

 

TF Powys, Mr Weston’s Good Wine 

 

 

 

A Stranger God 

BEN SAMUEL 

 

 

The man sits alone within the blackness of a cave mouth.  He puffs a mist of pipe 

smoke before his face and watches the treetops sway beneath him like miniature 

trees from some model of the world put here for his own private enjoyment.  He 

watches the birds pass below him like black fluttering kites, wirework effigies of 

birds.  They circle below and move like darts from their cliff nests down to the forest 

canopy releasing sharp calls as they pass into the verdant canopy and out of sight.  

He watches it all like some oracle from ancient times, wrinkled weary and worn 
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thin.  He blinks towards the sun and clamps the pipe stem between his teeth.  He 

looks oddly like an owl sitting there squatting.  He is a man without morality.  He is 

a man alone in the world, a man without precedence.  He is a thoughtless man, a 

man without linearity.  He thinks not of today, nor yesterday, nor of the future.  He 

believes that God created all things.   

 He believes that God created the Earth in 6 days but on the seventh day he 

died, his last act of living to create the Earth.  He believes that since then man has 

been left to his own devices, like a parentless child, to develop without guidance and 

without chastisement.  He sits here within the cave mouth smoking his pipe and 

drinking deeply from a blood red wine of his own fermentation.  He unclenches his 

teeth from his pipe stem and brings the wine to his lips, allowing the libation to 

stain his mouth and to flow across his tongue and down his throat in a flow of dark 

red fluid.   

 He watches the sun recede in a flurry of colour a silent flow of vermillion 

light diminishing beyond the horizon and into the nihility that dwells there.  He 

views the night sky with utter contempt the blackness he views between the stars are 

the forgotten parts of the Lords creation.  The firmament the unfinished scraps of 

creation that his God could not finish.  As the stars emerge from the darkening sky 

he retires to the cave turning his back on God’s fallibility, his tragic inability to 

finish his creation.  What wonders he might have filled the universe with had he 

had the time to finish his creation?  The Earth remains his most complete creation, 

perhaps the first draft of an idea rather than the completed creation?  What now is 

he to make of God’s unfinished works?  What now does he think of mans place?  

This fatherless child.  The unfinished opus of a dead artist, a gifted artist, but an 
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artist without the time to complete his magnificent work.  Man the sum of disparate 

parts, ill-conceived and contradictory.  Given to flights of fancy and irrationality, to 

barbarism without punishment, to compassion without reward.   

 The man sleeps within his den.  He has a fire and a bed.  He has little else 

that he has not made himself.  He wanders the forest in constant thought, in 

constant torment.  He has no companions for he does not need any.  He is an 

immoral man.  He is a filthy man.  He has no sense of himself as passing through 

time.  He cares not what he has done and little for what he might do.  He has killed 

and would again.  He has taken what was not his and tormented those that have 

stood in his way.  He has done this without fear of retribution.  No-one calls him 

friend.  He fears not loneliness or that he is an unperson.  He is barley human.  He 

lives like an atavism like a barbarous ape within his cave.  Yet he is human.  God 

made him so.  God made him but did not finish him.  God did make him in his own 

image but he did not complete him.  God’s incomplete rendering of himself now 

wanders the forest praying on the weak and the poor.  He wanders to the towns and 

villages on the edges of the forest and enacts his strange lusts and impulses on the 

unsuspecting people that abide there.  They do not know he exists but the crimes he 

commits cannot be attributed to him.  He wanders home without fear after his lusts 

have been satisfied.  He has lain with corpses.  He has murdered.  He has tortured 

animals and men.  He has mutilated. 

 He sleeps now within the Earths strata.  His fire crackles and he sleeps 

soundly.  His dreams are fantastic and full of whimsy and a thin smile appears on 

his lips.  Beyond the fire the cave throat accretes from the shadows as the light 

grows and shrinks it throbs and beats like a heart.  The stars coruscate between the 
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empty spaces of the firmament the blackness between them growing thick and solid 

emanating a nothingness that seems to push at the edges of creation and threatens to 

consume it. 

 

 

Peter Brooks wanders slowly through the trees.  He holds his hands in his pockets 

and makes fists with them holding pennies in the folds of his fingers.  He regards 

the trees with interest he feels the bark, he runs his fingers through the cracks and 

fissures, allowing the tips of his fingers to pass amongst the lenticels and burrs.  He 

takes pleasure in much that creation has to offer.  The air fills with the myriad 

burbles of songbirds in commotion.  They sit in the trees and flutter from one to the 

other and he watches them with a smile.  He sees a scudding cloud gather in the 

distance and he peers on it wearily.  The cliffs above cast a shadow across the trees 

and he enters the shadow to move with contented ease amongst the trunks and 

shrubs there.  He meanders as he walks amongst the pine trees.  He takes in the 

dankness of the rotten needles, the mouldering of the earth below his feet. 

 In time he comes upon a road and he squats there.  He squats and rests by 

the roadside wiping his sleeve across his forehead to mop away the sweat collected 

there.   

 By way of ringing bells and the echo of horses hooves on dry hollow earth an 

itinerant carnival announces its presence on down the road.  He watches as the 

animals approach.  Mules with oversized ears and spavined joints stamp painfully 

along the road.  They stagger with curved backs and sweat grimed salty shoulders.  

They emanate a jangling from harnesses and straps a sort of metallic musical 
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accompaniment created from myriad sources.  Their sweat-grimed croups move in 

ranks, their leather straps and wooden shafts rattle and clank with the staggering 

tired trot of the mules.  The mule’s ears swivel and their backs sag.  The carts they 

pull up the road steam in the morning light and music drifts from within each tarp 

covered wagon.  The wagons pitch and shake in the ruts and people cheer and 

laugh from beneath the bonnets.  The wail of violins and accordions and drunken 

signing comes of each.  The wagon wheels rattle and creak and ride the ruts turning 

slowly with spindles missing or half broken, rickety wooden frames with loose 

dowels and broken nails.   

 The train of wagons passes before him one after the other shaking with the 

dust of many roads and many places.  On one a toothless dotard with scarf rapped 

tightly around her head giggles softly and snaps the reins with a desultory motion of 

her hands.  A baby cries somewhere from within a cart and then is silenced.  A 

three legged dog hops along with the caravan sniffing the ground at points, 

struggling to keep up.  It stops to peer with unblinking black eyes on him then it 

continues.   

 There is a savoury smell of boiled meats.  A man leans out wildly from inside 

the covering.  He laughs as he clings to the wagon and he swings like an ape and 

sings loudly,  peering drunkenly on the world.  He jumps down and begins to 

urinate onto the ground by the road.  He stands spraddled over the steaming foam 

then he runs to catch up with his cart.  He falls short and so jumps aboard a nearer 

one.  The music drifts with a melancholy diminishment as the last cart passes.  A 

boy sits with his legs swinging, his black hair dusty and scruffy from bed.  He peers 

on him watching him as the caravan moves along.  They will move on to pry their 
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trade, playing their music and dancing for money.  He watches them drift away with 

rapt fascination, their train stretches on down the road in an unending segmented 

line rounding the hills with its slow roving motion.  The dog turns and watches 

again for a moment before it to follows on hopping by the side of the trail, tail 

tucked in and head low.  Brooks turns away and crosses the road and continues on 

into the trees dark harassment. Their branches swing to block his path as he pushes 

through them to disappear within the secluded clannish arrangement there.   

 

 

He wanders from the road through the dark pine trees crunching needles under 

foot.  Within the serried green pine trees he views a fox and cubs at play.  They yip 

and bark to one another upon a bed of brown decaying needles.  He watches as 

they roll and tumble with one another biting softly at each other’s necks their black 

socked feet turning playfully in the air.  The vixen sleeps soundly her teats dripping 

and swollen.  The carcass of a pheasant lies blood red and open like a meaty flower 

by her side.  He passes away from the vixen and on through the trees moving into 

sunlight and then darkness.  Cock pheasants fight amongst the tree and he hears 

them tussle and crow.  He startles a stoat from the edge of a rabbit hole and 

watches it’s lithe body pass smoothly over the earth and into the nook of a tree.   

 

 

 

Away to the south the other man walks.  He strides with an indifferent swagger his 

truculent motions suggest animus towards creation.  He watches with dim interest a 
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chick fallen from a nest and he crushes its bones under his boot and leaves a mush of 

red beneath his tread.   

 He knocks on the trees as he walks and listens to the dull thud echo 

throughout the forest like the knock of a woodpecker.  A cuckoo calls suddenly and 

then stops.  He watches insects sway within light shafts, like elements trapped in 

liquid they swirl and bob.  He slashes at them with his hand and spits into them, his 

phlegm joining them in their swirling.   

 His clothing is tattered at the hem and he wears the moth eaten trousers of 

an unknown man, bare at the knee and torn from the bottom to the top on one side.  

He bows as he walks stooping as though the earth pushes down on him and his 

crooked back cannot take the weight.  Though he stoops he stares forward with his 

pink, drooping eyes, sniffing the air like a hound dog and drooling a little from the 

mouth with a sort of unconscious truculent stupidity.  He stands within the piny 

darkness on the carpet of crepitating needles, whispering to himself a hymn of 

solemn importance only to him.    

  The mud and tree roots seem to turn underfoot and the black mouths of 

burrows seem to yawn invitingly to him as though perhaps the earth wishes to suck 

him down into its depths to coddle him there and ruin his flesh.  He thinks nothing 

of it but keeps instead his own faith.  His faith in a dead God, a God in whose life 

and death he holds himself in evidence of.  He is a sinful unpunished man acting on 

his lusts with impunity, without fear of any purgatory.  His own existence a 

prophesy of evil come true.  He is the maker of sin.  He visits it upon the people of 

earth.  He meanders through the world and slinks cat like about the trees and 

shrubs.  Where there is shadow he appears to become part of it, as though he is a 
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part of the darkness and is returning to it.  This dark wraith peers coldly on the 

vagaries of the Earth.  He appears darker still than the shadow around him, like a 

man dipped in oil and set to wandering the forest.   

 The rank solitude he keeps excludes all other creatures.  He walks like some 

simian ghost, swinging his arms absently, slashing at the overhanging branches with 

his loose-limbs.  He startles a partridge from the under growth, trembling wings and 

sharp fearful calls.  It catches its wings in the crosshatched briars and he yanks it 

free.  He tears the wings away from its body and throws them to the ground.  The 

bird drops to the ground in an agonising ball of ruffled feathers and bleeding 

stumps.  It sits quietly with eyes blinking, shiny black with pink rimmed lids.  It 

bobs its head and clucks.  Thick black blood drips from its hollow wing stumps.  He 

walks away as the partridge lowers its head sleepily and expires amongst the leaves.  

A fox will later find it and crunch it between its teeth and be glad of the meal.  The 

wings the man keeps for unknown reasons.  He pushes them into his pockets still 

warm and light, the neat feathers crackling as they fold.   

 The sunlight reddens and a dull mist begins to creep.  The man coughs and 

spits a slimy grume onto the ground.  He passes under a branch and into a long 

patch of shadow a strip of darkness, void like and featureless.  He cannot be seen as 

though he has been absorbed by it.  He walks softly.  The pine needles do not break 

beneath his weight he doesn’t disturb the branches or shake the rainwater from 

them he merely passes ethereally from view.   
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Pale orange suffuses the mist about the bottom of the trees and Brooks watches it 

with rapt fascination.  He sees the Sun diminish and the dark emergence of the 

night grow all around.  The constellations accrue from the darkness and coldness 

spreads across the earth.   

 He lights a fire on the cliff edge.  He allows it to burn into a single slender 

tongue mounting the wood into a spike.  It burns incongruently out here in the 

darkness.  The flames rise from within the wooden tepee licking the edges and 

passing skywards.  He sits straddled on a stone drinking from a hip flask and 

peering with rheumy reflective eyes on the flames.  His features move with the 

flames ascension.  The hot light spreads across his face and he glows like a candle.  

He fears nothing out here within the forest.  He knows its ways, its secrets.  He 

recognises the calls of the nocturnal animals he names them one by one as they call 

out into the pitiless night, calling into the cold night air from their purlieu of the 

darkened forest.   

 There by the light of the fire a man passes unnoticed, a grim spectre of a 

man framed in shadow amassing from the blackness like a thing augmented from it, 

like a marble effigy of a man carved from black stone coming into being.  He moves 

with an odd grace, almost a delicacy.  His movements like those of an effete child.  

He moves forward placing each foot carefully in the others step.  Brooks watches 

the fire he does not see the man behind him, a man wretched and filled with 

malice. 
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He moves through the darkening earth with malevolent intent.  He carries a bent 

and mottled switchblade, rusted and blunt.  He fondles it in his pocket running his 

fingers up the shaft caressing the gnarled and chipped blade edge.  He smiles thinly 

as he does so.  How many souls has he doomed to the Earths indiscriminate keep.  

How many wormy corpses have been vouchsafed to the charnel bosom of the forest 

soil?  He knows they deliquesce below the surface, he thinks of them often, melting 

into the humus, leaching, grinning toothily there.   

 He growls towards the unfinished sky through the denticulate branches to 

the void above.  The trees shimmer and hiss and he listens to the calls of owls.  He 

peers coldly ahead through the silhouetted swaying trees and sees there a tunnel of 

burning light.  His switchblade twangs dissonantly as he plucks at it with his 

yellowing fingernails.  He feels compelled to draw closer to the fire.  His bat like eyes 

glitter with the distant flame and he slows his pace.  His breath plumes in the fires 

glow and his removes the blade and holds it reversely the blade away from him.  He 

holds it there before him like a sacred object and perhaps it is.  Between the trees he 

slips soundlessly.  As the fire comes near a figure appears inside the fires halation, 

the shape pure black at the centre of the flames.  The man stares lustily on the 

straddled shape of a man, seemly motionless there.  He slips closer to it.  He raises 

the blade.  He strikes, down. Over and Over. 

 

 

 

Brooks feels the blade slip through his jacket and he feels it slide along his skin and 

through it.  There is a jackhammer motion of the blade come down over and over.  
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As the blows falls he turns and strikes the man’s arms away and knocks him over 

with a blow of his hands formed into one fist.  The man screeches and there is the 

burning sting in his shoulder.   

 Before the fire a shapeless entity of struggling blackness moves.  It shuffles 

and screeches and rises up.  Brooks opens his mouth to scream but no sound comes 

forth and the shape suddenly moves forward.  Brooks drops to his knees and flips 

the cloaked being over his shoulder a strange reek emanates from it.  He hears the 

blade sing through the air slashing and stabbing indiscriminately.  Then with 

marshalled thought and a sudden violent impetus he charges the figure and finds in 

the dark his reeking form, there he clutches at the outstretched arms and fondles 

the switchblade handle.   

 All is black, there in the nihility they tussle, two beings blindly gouging at 

the other through the obscurity, feeling bone moving beneath flesh and organs 

living within the corpus, not knowing but feeling, not thought but movement.  

Muscle and bone and organ slipping against the void like some limbless amalgamate 

creature snarling with two mouths.   

 Then one lies bleeding.  A rumble of thunder suddenly stops.  There is a 

moment of silence then in a flash of lightning Brooks sees the man doubled over 

circled with blood.  He steps away and squats.  He watches with abject horror as the 

blood seeps away pooling from the figure and then into the surrounding earth, the 

sere needles there stained dark red.  The man groans and clutches futilely at his 

bowels as they emerge slimily from him.  He sits up and hisses.  He holds his 

tongue between his teeth like a snake.  He blinks into the fire and his bowels steam 

a little, they are shiny red and purple like a malformed creature he holds on his lap.   
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“There aint’ no God” he says suddenly and Brooks blinks sullenly and with 

confusion.  “There was once a God who was a stranger to man.  But he shall remain 

a stranger.  He is dead.  He cares not what his creation does.”  The man squints at 

nothing in particular and licks his lips dryly, noisily.  Brooks watches him with fear 

and suspicion.  “I fear not my death.  I fear nothing.  Take me to the Earth and rot 

me down.  I will peer on the unfinished tapestry of creation with my ruinous 

features.  My rotted malodorous countenance will stare on though I am dead.  Do 

not move me.  Leave me to the Earth’s corruption.  Do not close my eyes but 

instead leave me to stare on with dry sightless eyes on his imperfect creation”.  

Then silence.  The two men sit like this until morning.  The man does not speak but 

instead he peers skywards with his pale eyes unmoving.  Brooks does not move but 

instead watches the man nervously.  The rusty blade lies snapped amongst the 

blood stained pine needles.  The morning light spills across the forest and Brooks 

watches the man grow pale and waxy, his eyes settle in their sockets and uncouple 

from the present.  A birds lands nearby and bobs and sways as it peers on the two 

men before it passes black and ravenous over the cliff edge and away.   

 Brooks dare not move.  A spider clambers with careful deliberate steps over 

the man’s cheek and into his sparse grey hair.  The man wakes suddenly and passes 

a dry tongue over his dry lips.  He croaks a few words but Brooks cannot make 

sense of them.  Then without warning he releases a sudden stertorous exhalation 

and a little plume of blood follows it.  The man’s bowels have ceased their 

squirming.  Now they pucker in the morning breeze.  Brooks cannot move.  He 

remains squatting like some statue placed there in shock and grief like an artists 

rendition of such things.  He cannot move to check the man.  He cannot think.  He 
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has committed a murder.  He slashed this man’s belly and broke the end of the 

knife inside.  Rain begins to fall and as the ground grows slick and shiny he hangs 

his head with shame and guilt. 

 

 

He lies supinate like some mute idol to a forgotten god.  His dried bowels pucker in 

the morning sun.  His eyes stare on misted, sightless and lacking all lustre.  Blood 

pools in his flesh and his muscles grow flaccid and then stiffen.  The corruption of 

the earth will visit him.  His body will deliquesce silently, delicately and filter into 

the soil.  Worms and maggots will feast on him.  He will give himself to this 

corruption without complaint.       

 

 

Brooks squats and thinks.  The body lays slumped the head lolls backwards, a reek 

of filth and the sour tang of unclean flesh and boiled meat.  Brooks scurries across 

the ground and places his fingers on the neck of the corpse.  There is nothing there 

beneath the skin.  No tiny flutter of a pulse.  The man’s head sits between two pale 

disks of plate fungus each containing pools of scintillating water.   

 Brooks watches the man.  His lack of movement, his spilled bowels, his 

crooked swollen jointed fingers his open mouth that drools a thin pink liquid.  He 

sits and watches and waits for nothing.  The mountain cliff edge on which the two 

sit grows slick with rain and water.  The halation of blood that surrounds the man’s 

legs tinctures the rainwater and trickles away within the myriad dimples that form 

around him.  The firs rustle and sway as if to sigh away the man’s passing.   
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 Within the fullness of the night’s blackness the two men sit, the one dead 

the other alive and guilt stricken.  As the rains pour Brooks stands and take out his 

knife.  He removes the bark from a nearby tree and begins to wrap the strips 

around his forearm.  The rain falls heavily.  White-hot lighting cracks in thick 

fissures across the sky.  Illuminated with the light he works at the pliant limb of a 

young fern.  From the darkness of the forest animals pass and peer with frightened 

eyes on the motions of this crazed being.  He piles up the scantling wood and 

gathers strips of soft green bark.  The mud slicks the ground and he stumbles at 

points dropping to his knees then pulling himself up, over and over.   

 There he crosses the limbs and ties them diligently to each other.  The rains 

fall still as the morning comes and the tips of the green toothy fir trees glow with 

the morning light.  The sun breaks on the horizon and as it glows with glorious 

yellow light on the forest canopy Brooks creates a lattice of green saplings.  Crows 

bob down from the treetops and stand in attitudes of nervous anticipation.  They 

hold their wings by their side and croak to one another peering on the man with 

their black toes spread and their eyes wide and cunning.   

 Brooks busies himself to his work as one of the crows pecks lightly at the 

exposed bowels.  Another joins it, darting its beak into the thick turd filled innards.  

Brooks does not see.  Another pecks at the mouth of the man.   

 When Brooks has finished his work he sees the crows and flaps his arms to 

scare them.  They hop away and stand watching from a distance nervously.  They 

turn their heads this way and that and watch the man.  Brooks takes a strip of thick 

green bark from his forearm and begins to wrap it around the man’s feet.  He ties 

the feet together at the ankles and then begins to wrap the bark around the torso 
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holding the arms in close.  The straps pass over the exposed bowels and Brooks 

does not look as they dissect and spill forth a stinking fluid.  The rain has washed 

away the blood now and the man’s neck is stiffened with rigor mortis.  His face is 

frozen his eyes rolled back, his mouth open and dark, lined with crooked yellow 

teeth the pallid waxy flesh hanging over the bones like wet cloth.  There is a strange 

translucency to the skin.  The whites of the eyes are covered with a tracery of veins.  

Brooks does not look at these things but instead ties knots over the body and lashes 

it into place.  The man lies recumbent his face peers on foolishly, his mouth hangs 

open his skin glistens with rainwater.  Brooks places his hands on either side of the 

man’s head and he corrects the posture.  The skin is cold the eyes stare up.  The 

crows squawk and croak from the treetops as the head creaks into place and the 

mouth shuts.  Brooks hangs his head piously and says a pray under his breath.  The 

sunlight gathers and a thin breeze passes over the scene.  The breeze carries with it 

a foretaste of the coming winter.   

  

 

With the man strapped and covered with branches Brooks sets to strapping the 

lattice to two long sturdy poles.  There is creates a travois.  He does not close the 

man’s eyes, as were the man’s wishes but instead allows them to stare on 

impassively.  The dead stare from a place beyond, disconnected and immaterial.  

From dusty grim crypts, from the dark earth and fungal smelling charnel pits, from 

the morticians slab, from the hidden depths of deaths veil.  Flesh melts through 

bone and a thick residue of treacle fluid drips to anoint the earth. 
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 Here Brooks take the weight of the somatic thing.  He holds the two poles 

and raises the corpse head high and feet low.  The corpse sags and the heels of the 

feet scrape at the mud and leave two lines behind.  The crows caw jealously.  The 

rain ceases momentarily and then a light tapping begins.  The rain taps on the 

leather garments of the two men as Brooks stares steadfastly forward. 

 

 

The Earth’s corruption has begun and though the corpse lays saint like he is not a 

saint.  Though the man stares forward he doesn’t see.  Through the reticulate 

branches that cover his face the sky lightens to a rich blue and his face is brindled 

with sunlight.  The rhythm of Brooks laboured walking jolts the corpse and the head 

loosens and lolls though nodding.  A fly lands on his face and walks slowly across 

the cheek, it sups from the skin kissing it lightly then it flies away.  The corpse is a 

trespasser, the remnant of the man, the epitaph of his life, inconvenient and ugly.   

 The dim darkness of the forest hides secrets and memories of man and beast.  

The bones of a deer litter the forest floor ahead.  A fox earth flooded, the inhabitants 

drowned.  To the west a gun sits propped against a tree a honeysuckle climbs the 

stock and trails about the muzzle.  The gun was placed there 100 years ago and the 

owner died alone up here on the mountains.  The gun rusts and decays in its place 

the elements indifferent to its providence.  It had killed and maimed many in its 

time before being laid to rest by the juniper tree. 
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By noon the sun shines brightly on Brooks and his burden.  The pathway closes in 

and the trees bar the path in serried lines of undiminishing height and thickness.  

They grow in indiscriminate clannish groups with no discernable predestination.  

Their branches sway thickly across one another.  Birds nest amongst the branches 

and chitter but grow silent as he approaches as though they wish to shun this guilty 

shameful individual.   

 He pulls the corpse between the trees and the weight of it strains at the 

wood poles and the joints creak.  Brooks fingers rub raw and red and his face drips 

sweat and hair grease.  He pulls the corpse like a horse pulls a heavily loaded cart.  

His face contorted and pained, his arms straining under the burden.  Two lines trail 

behind him in the rich dark humus, two lines from the cliff edge to here.  The 

corpse nods beneath the tree branches that cover it.  The sun bakes it gently though 

it is covered.  Putrid gasses coalesce within its cavity and burp forth from the mouth 

and anus.   

 The crows gather in the treetops.  The black darts of their bodies turn down 

against the sky to alight there.  They croak and watch with perfidious hungry eyes 

waiting a moment one by one they come lining the trees.  Some hop along the 

ground behind then take flight again. 

 Brooks looks ever forward not noticing how far he has come, or how far he 

has yet to go.  His eyelids hang heavy and thick and he blinks wanly as the sweat 

trickles into his eyes.  The baking sun reddens his neck and shoulders and a steam 

rises from him.  He staggers as he pushes aside the fir branches that bar his way and 

curtain the blackness of the forests inner habitations.  The corpse rides the humps 

of the path and slips sideways between the tree trunks.  Brooks turns to pull the 
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travois through the gaps.  Below the trees the sun diminishes to pools of light that 

gather with insects and hang in shafts like dusty tombs newly uncovered.   

 He pulls the travois through the trunks and it catches briefly and falls with 

graceless and undignified violence to hang upside-down.  Brooks holds it steady.  

The arms fall from the sides and the branches land on the ground.  The hands wave 

loosely jostling lifelessly.  The fingers are long and bony the fingernails long and 

chipped the thumbnails are overgrown like clam shells.  Brooks lifts the travois over 

his head and flips it back over.  The corpse flops over its arms wheeling through the 

air and its head goggling and rolling sideways.  The eyes stare on Brooks now and 

he turns to the floor to avoid the gaze.  Walleyed and with tongue protruding it 

peers sightlessly on him.  Brooks places the travois onto the ground and recovers 

the corpse never once passing his gaze over his burden.  Brooks continues. 

 The heat of the spring day brings with it a sultry languorous mood to all 

living things.  The trees seem to sway without purpose or meaning.  The fox’s 

retreat to their cool homes between the roots of trees and bird dust their fat bodies 

in the dry soil before retiring to the shaded branches of the trees.   

 Brooks continues.  He hangs his head in shame.  The melodious calls of the 

birds bring no comfort to him yet he passes through the forest commensurate with 

it.  He passes over the bones of creatures unknown to him as the corpse decays 

behind him.  Thinking only of his guilt and shame.  Thinking of what penalty he 

must pay for this infringement of Gods will.  The covered eyes of the man stare 

longingly on him.  They peer through the tapestry like two needles piercing his 

shoulders and degrading him with the stare of a soulless being corporeal and yet 

departed.  The blade slipped through the velvet flesh.  The blade burst and ripped 
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and penetrated the innards and blood and grume spilled forth.  The man had 

spoken. 

‘Do not close my eyes but instead leave me to stare on with dry sightless eyes on his 

imperfect creation’ he had said. 

 Brooks pulls the travois to the nook of a tree and there he sits the corpse 

propped at his side and he drinks from his flask.  The area is shaded and he peers 

through the sweat at the mottled forest floor and he listens to the recrudescent 

chatter of the crows.  They sit in the lower branches black and formless like strange 

fruit.  He closes his eyes on them and when he opens his eyes one sits on the 

corpses foot pecking at the laces.  Brooks shoos it away.  The crow’s croaks are a 

fitting threnody to the man they aim to devour.  They clean their pinions with a lazy 

indifference.  They flutter and croak and shuffle on the branches.  Brooks watches 

them wearily.  There is a faint inevitability to their presence. 

 

 

By afternoon Brooks pulls the travois to the edge of a river.  The river is banked 

with willow and the densely greened foliage of harried and abundant growth.  The 

willows trail their thin branches lazily in the water.  A high watermark shows the 

sign of a recent flood now receded.   

 Brooks slumps to the ground as though his knees have broken beneath the 

weight.  The travois falls heavily with a wet hollow thud, a jolt of pink gas escapes 

from the burden.  The eyes stare on.  The water passes in swirls and eddies and a 

Dipper passes suddenly along the smooth reflective water and away.   
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 The seamless water passes slowly as though it is the riverbank that moves 

and not the water.  The river moves silently and deeply with thick swirls of insects 

reflected in the surface.  The evening sun scintillates on the water a glowing 

brilliance giving the water the sheen of polished metal.  Within the glow birds dip 

and scoop the insects.  With deliberate yet mercurial motions fish break the surface 

and numerous circles diminishing outwards until the surface appears still and solid 

again.  Brooks watches the water in its ceaseless motion and he begins to remove 

his clothing. 

  Brooks breathes heavily, gasping at the air, drawing it in deeply.  The crows 

stroll amongst the branches gathering in groups, peering on the travois with 

sideways glances.  They squawk and fight and ruffle their feathers and wait patient 

and obdurate.  They are clustered here and there and they chatter loudly.   

 

 

The thin puckered skin of the man’s bowel shrivels and dries, as inert now as a 

stone.  The rusty blood dries in flakes upon his maculated clothing and cracks as it 

shifts.  The skin is flaccid and waxy.  The skull sits enrobed in its sinking flesh.  Flies 

lay eggs within the nostrils.  The eyes stare forwards but they are misty now with 

dust and as sightless as two old unpolished marbles, they are uncoupled from his 

consciousness. They stare at the world but nothing stares through them.  The hands 

hang limply and trail along the ground through the latticed tree limbs.  The tongue 

sits fatly in the mouth.  It sits on the lower lip as though to wet it but it does not.   
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Brooks pulls two logs into place beside the travois.  They measure roughly equal in 

thickness and length.  He pushes one against the edge of the travois, then the other 

to the other side.  He straps the logs to the travois with thick strips of tree bark.  He 

lashes them tightly to it and now the travois sits upon them in a raft like 

configuration.  The sun slants through the trees and appears red between them for 

a moment before receding in silence below the horizon.  The crows are invisible 

now in the darkness and Brooks only hears them ruffling and cawing on the tree 

branches.  The river appears now as black as oil.  Within its surface the stars now 

dwell and are reflected in a wavering clarity.  As he enters the water they tremble 

and loose all focus riding over the ripples in myriad fractions distorted and 

malformed and consumed within the darkness.   

 He reaches from the water like some atavistic being reaching from the 

waters depths pale against the blackness there his fingers long and bony as they 

grasp the travois and heave.  The water shimmers and long slow ripples carry out 

away from him.  The water slops and drips from his arms and torso.  His features 

stretched tight against the bone his eyes glowing like two candles shining through a 

curtain.   

 He pulls against the weight of the travois his muscles tensional and 

glistening in the soft glow of the stars.  The travois slides along the riverbank and 

then impacts upon the water carrying over Brooks and pushing him deep into the 

waters.  He struggles beneath it.  The logs weigh down on him as he spins beneath 

it.  He pushes against the thick mud on the bottom and his feet scrape at the black 

and decaying tree roots that twist and coil from the riverbed like petrified snakes.  

Below the surface water he turns and turns, the man’s hands are colder still than 
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the water and clutch at him and find purchase in his mouth.  He opens his mouth to 

scream but water rushes in.   

 Light glitters through surface in moted shafts, silver blades of fish pass 

between them.  He clouds the water before him and the river sludge covers him as 

he swirls there to escape the weight of the travois.  He is trapped below within the 

darkness of the fluvial locker a new place made for him.  He is trapped, within this 

special place made only for him a cavernous blackness, rheumy and dim, lit by 

shafts of pale shifting light.  A special place made only to accommodate him, a 

thousand silent creatures watch him there with cold eyes that turn and glimmer in 

silver rings surrounding blackness.  They will watch, indifferent, as his chokes his 

last a lungful of river water, they will bare witness to him and to his crimes.  He 

takes hold of the hands, they are cold, like hands made of marble and he clutches 

them and pulls himself free from beneath the travois.   

 The river slops and gurgles as he rises.  It sucks and swirls around his naked 

torso.  He pulls in short bursts swimming against the current a little and passing 

over the centre of the river at its deepest part.  His body has a strange lambency 

glowing on the black surface of the water.  He hangs on the water like a spider 

climbing a windowpane.  The water creases as he moves forward a ripple in the skin 

that spreads wide across it.  The trees conglomerate blackness rises toward him and 

he pulls towards the riverbank reaching forward with one arm and pulling on the 

travois with the other.   

 When he finds it in the darkness he grasps at the cold wet mud with his 

fingers clawing at it, peeling back the dank earth and slipping through it until he is 

free of the water.  He cuts loose the logs from the travois and slides the burden 
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onto the bank.  There is a smell raising from the earth, moistness, a fungal decay, 

mineral smelling zesty perfume an acid tang of nettles and bank weeds, succulent, 

spry and pliant, the earthiness now mixing with the meat smell of the man’s ripe 

flesh lying flaccid on the travois.  He can smell it now over and above the earth but 

at the same time a part of it.  The smell is pregnant with the idea of death a notion 

made solid by a smell a notion imbibed with the sensations and emotions of death, a 

lineal fear and repulsion of that smell and that notion.  Brooks reaches to pick up 

the travois and he pulls it over the bank edge of raw dark soil topped with long 

grass.  Looping honeysuckle cages the way on all sides and he forces a path through 

it snapping the stems that bar the way and feeling their cold sap on his arms.  The 

nectarous flowers of the honeysuckle dance along their stems and with the motion 

comes a sweet smell, strong and overpowering.  Brooks retches and vomits at the 

smell.  He can smell the honeysuckle nectar and he feels his stomach rise and fall in 

a motion.  The flowers sway in the silver light and he heaves there beneath the 

nodding heads.  The burden is silent. 

 

 

Beneath waves of honeysuckle the body lies.  The honeysuckle flowers sway like 

stars reflected in moving water.  It is softer now and gasses are escaping.  Flies are 

burrowing and laying their eggs in cavities and orifices.  The man releases 

malodorous smells as he flops and belches and farts.  As he bobs across the water his 

arms fall over the side and glide through it like two willow branches.  Within the 

secluded shadows of the trees he nestles and the darkness blooms with pale white 
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flowers of acrid and succulent state.  His odour is one and the same as the flowers, 

foulness and a beauty, sweetness and rot. 

 

 

When he wakes the body is covered with a thick, moving blackness.  The crows 

croak and flutter the body entirely cloaked with darkly iridescent feathers.   

 Brooks stands clumsily and swings at the crows to scatter them.  They do so 

in a cloud of flapping and slapping wing.  Their pinions spread and their grey scaled 

legs clawing at the air as they take flight.   

 The body is marked and dishevelled.  One eyes hangs loose and juicy on the 

stem.  Brooks slots it back into place wetly.  The body rises with gas.  The stomach 

bloats then falls.  The face is walleyed and waxy.  The rictus lips are fat, stretched 

and shiny.  The lips protruding the cheekbones like two pieces of marble.  The 

crows sit again amongst the branches horrent and croaking and numerous.  They 

peer at the body with sideways glances.  Brooks takes his place before the travois 

and lifts it.  Then carving two furrows through the rich humus he pulls it forward 

and on towards the town. 

 He passes through the foliage like a beetle passing through thick mud.  He 

pushes against the thorny mesh of plant life and they pull and scratch at his arms 

and legs leaving lines of blood there and red marks.  He pulls the travois through it 

cracking the stems and tearing the roots from the earth.   

 By midday a scud of cloud has darkened the sun and the earth has grown 

slick with rain.  The darkening earth softens beneath his feet and he feels them 
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slipping as he makes his way through it all.  The travois slithers sideways and he 

stumbles to his knees in an attempt to keep the body from falling from it.   

 The clouds darken and the trees are etched with defiant blackness against 

the sky.  Below the canopy the darkness there is palpable and amongst the branches 

the crows sit, still and pernicious and numerous.  The trees in which they sit sway 

with the weight of their bodies.  They and squawk and croak with their discordant 

voices rising and falling rasping at the cold wet air.  They fan their wings and cover 

the lower branches with powdery white shit.  They peer on the burden as they fan 

their wings a thin mist gathering above their bodies.  They bound along the 

branches here and there, huddle together in places and fight.   

 The travois slithers along behind Brooks and he drags it forward patiently 

insouciant yet fixed and tensional.  The ground rises before him and he pulls the 

burden over it and then he stands peering over the richly vegetated ground below 

him an embankment slick with mud passes down into a valley.  Thin smoke rises 

from a house directly below the trees nestled into the valley bottom.  Rain passes 

over the canopy in dark grey lines and cloud cover swells above it like the surface of 

a great body of water in full spate.  As he contemplates his route down he feels an 

extra weight on the travois and he turns to see two crows standing on the body. 

“Scat!” he shouts and the crows depart like black kites from the body to the 

treetops.  But one stays and plucks a fleshy wet eye straight from the socket.  It 

strains on the nerve before it snaps and it takes its grey/pink prize to the trees 

where it raises its head and swallows it whole barking and croaking with great 

satisfaction.   
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 Brooks sees the sullen waxy face of the man, one eye white and veined, the 

other red and hollow.  Beads of rainwater stand on the skin and trickle down the 

visage as indifferently as they might trickle down a rock or a statue.  The hair is 

thickly matted with water the beard falls flatly over the chin and glistens with tiny 

beads of water, like oil not penetrating the skin but sitting tightly on it.   Brooks re-

covers the body and takes the weight again.  Surrounding him on all side the crows 

sit like idols, black against the sky, black against the falling rain.  He begins the 

climb down, treading carefully but deeply into the rich dark soil.  The rain collects 

quickly in the footsteps he leaves behind.  The rain hisses in contact to the ground 

and with strange and momentous lethargy the crows punctuate the rainfall with 

solitary croaks.  Each darting its head sideways to glance on him as he slithers 

slowly down the slope.   

 Brooks feels the travois pushing against his back and he strains against the 

weight as he feels the body pushing against him.  The rainwater gathers on the 

ground and begins to trickle down the slope with him.  It moves in one shinning 

ferruginous flood below his feet passing over the contours of the earth and running 

noisily down carrying with it debris and collecting in dimples filling with foam and 

gurgling and clucking at the tree roots.  Brooks feels the backwards motion of the 

moving embankment and feels the weight of the travois pushing him forwards.   

 He falls.  The travois travels over him and as it passes over it turns with the 

body still attached and slides downwards over the slick brown earth and impacting 

heavily on the tree trunks.  He slithers down after it.  He is brown now with mud 

and his finger claw at nothing in particular, his fingers tightly clenched and 

sculptural, the finger nails black now and scratching painfully at the ground 
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uncovering roots and stones, the joints seem swollen like those of a birds.  The 

crows behind take flight and move in short darting movements from branch to 

branch hopping in places and taking flight again through the lateral sheets of rain.  

Grey here and there and thunderous the sky moves quickly and beyond that the sun 

is diminished and nacreous.  Within the indistinct circle the paleness of its light 

burns, resolutely formless and ever shifting.  Brooks’s eyes glow from behind the 

darkness, the white like two holes, not spherical but flat shining from the mud as 

clean and shiny as glass.  He turns over and over again arms and legs flaying out 

loose as string and seemingly loosing all animation boneless.  Wood cracks beneath 

his body and the travois breaks and the body topples sideways and likewise tumbles 

arms and legs slapping loosely onto the wet earth Brooks behind it following closely 

like two boneless manikins in imitations of each other.   

 The crows, the rainfall, the falling bodies each with its own sound, each 

inarticulate and meaningless a disorganised and incompatible series of sounds 

competing in rhythm and volume.  Turning over and over.  Sliding through the 

foliage between the trees, arms, legs and body, unstable and precipitous.  The scud 

of cloud passes obliquely to the ground striking it fiercely and misting it.  The 

travois has broken apart and the limbs slither in pieces away from the corpse, the 

corpse moves now like a doll or effigy of a man, arms without agency flapping 

loosely as though stuffed or boneless.  Like some discarded taxidermy.  The head 

lolls back and forth at peculiar angles until it rests in an attitude of dishevelment 

and discomfort though it can feel no discomfort.  The spine crooked and bent 

double the head turned hard around.  The arms broken and crooked and flayed 
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forwards pronate hands on the corpses lap.  Brooks slithers to the side of the 

corpse.  He is bleeding from his eye but mostly uninjured.   

 The crows follow on in thick black clouds of flapping bodies moving from 

tree to tree until they have reached Brooks and the body.  Brooks lies amongst the 

dock leaves, they flap like injured birds by the roots of an oak tree.  The rain falls in 

even patterns, drumming lightly on the leaves and running in thick silver lines along 

the centre of the leaves and down.  Brooks groans a little as he stands and with a 

sullen bilious look he watches the body fall sideways into the stinging nettles where 

it rests again crooked and humped and foolish looking.   

 The two have landed next to a hut of rippled iron and disparate wooden 

boards of unknown origin.  A line of musty stoat skins spin wildly on the wall, 

eviscerated, sodden and lank, rippling in the breeze like socks on a washing line.  

The chimney pipe smokes.  An enfilade of flapping ensues from the stoat skins as 

the wind picks up and a gentle whistling emanates from the bottom of the door.  

Inside a man sits with a horrific countenance held sideways to the fire his face 

excised from the shadows.  He raises his hand twice and runs it down the back of a 

girl.  She peers upwards though she wishes to ascend.  The man peers upwards also 

as though he has transcended himself and now another him sits on the bedside with 

mute and serious and intent.  The two embrace.  Brooks watches this and without 

speaking he moves away.  He leaves the body and passes along the building like a 

spider.  He moves slowly placing his feet deliberately and walks forward into the 

driving sheets of rain.  The water stands out oil like on his skin and hangs there 

precipitously before sliding down his body and away to be replaced by another.  He 

glides on invisible legs through the bracken, sweeping his arms along the tops of the 
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leaves, wading.  The rain clings to his body, it cannot penetrate his skin, it remains 

distinct from him.  He moves away into the trees as the crows descend on the body.   

They fight and croak and snap their wings, their pinions enmeshing, huddled there 

pernicious and frenzied. 

 Brooks slips through the trees and stands against the accumulate darkness, a 

single being of distinct and singular origin wandering within the darkness of the 

covenant. 

 

When the rains finally cease Brooks slumbers within the lee of a tree.  He nestles 

there in the obscurity and sleeps soundly.  The crows huddle over the body a 

blanket of black rising and falling like breathing.  The rains grow silent and then 

dripping starts, from leaf tips and branches and each droplet is received kindly into 

the percolative fertile ground.  With solitary rumbles of distant thunder the storm 

rolls on and the cloud cover diffuses and diminishes revealing patches of the cold 

and distant firmament.   

 Brooks sleeps on whilst depth upon depth of stars are revealed and the 

layered and infinitely faceted face of creation turns perpetually above him.  Stars 

over stars pass with a finite incandescence turning over the trees they shine an 

influence-less light on him as he sleeps.  Black, seamless and depthless it moves 

with imperceptible immensity.   

 A fox moves through the ferns passing a patch of foxgloves and urinating 

against them.  It moves in short nervous motions, its eyes keen and bright.  It slows 

to sniff at Brooks then moves on to the body.  The crows part as it approaches.  

They flap and rise into the air and wait on tree branches watching the fox jealously.  
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The fox pulls at the flesh stripping away the sinew and muscle.  The pink and bony 

countenance watches, mutely swaying, the jaw hanging open and the eyes black and 

sightless.  The fox howls, its bright and pearly teeth showing and then its cubs 

follow and feast. 

 

 

When Brooks wakes he remakes the travois.  With slow and deliberate care he ties 

the poles back together and replaces the body.  He does not look at it.  His eyes 

stare skywards.  The storm has cleared the sky and now a blue empty space resides 

above.  Three clouds hang motionless on the horizon large and brilliant white like 

the white of an eye.  The body lies loosely on the travois and it slips snail like down 

the wooden slats each time he places it there.  His fingers slip on the viscid flesh of 

the wrists as he ties them neatly to the poles.  He lifts and straightens the ankles 

and ties them to the woodwork also.  He does not look upon the body, he does not 

take in its smell.  The skin writhes with corruption but Brooks doesn’t look upon it.   

 He hears low moans from inside the shack but he doesn’t look in again.  

Instead he works with studious industry on finishing the travois.  He concentrates 

on the task at hand.  He intends to bring the body to the town and face his crime.  

He is a murderer.  He must seek penitents.  He intends to.   

 From the shack a mutter ensues and then strange muffled noises.  Brooks 

does not listen.  He takes hold of the travois with his sore and calloused fingers and 

brings it level with his hips and then he moves on.   

 The shack glows in the diffuse morning light a fire burns brightly from 

within.  The windows glow with an unnatural red fire.  Nothing can be seen of the 
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inhabitants, Brooks does not want to see, so instead he continues with his burden.  

The crow’s peer down from the tree tops clannish black and subdued.  They pause 

briefly before following on a little further back than before.  They seem less in 

number now though Craver pays them no mind.   

 

 

Brooks pulls the travois through the dark and wretched undergrowth through 

ditches and over mounds of earth of no discernable meaning or providence.  He 

does not look up from his toil but instead strains against the earth with taught 

muscles and teeth gritted.  He walks beneath the tapestry of trees the verdantly 

dappled leaves and spots of sunlight cover his body.  Filaments of light spill in mote 

filled magnificence to the forest floor and across his chest, contained within each 

shaft a myriad swirl of tiny insects agitated into motion by the heat and driven by 

unseen forces to procreate and to die in their millions.  The living circadian 

movements of the living things around him are as nothing as he moves towards the 

town.  His skin is caulked with filth and his eyes peer on unblinking to the earth, his 

arms ache and his fingers bleed but he continues.   

 The esoteric habits of the animals he passes does not interest him, he stares 

forward without thinking.  The length and breadth of the forest the creatures slide 

unseen from life and death and their struggles are undocumented.  As he walks the 

crows drop down onto the body and incrementally denude the bones of the rancid 

flesh.  The bones shine through from the leathery dark brown muscle.  The flesh 

seethes with insect larvae.   
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 The deliquescing flesh leaves a thin line of black fluid behind the travois.  

The crows take turns in removing mouthfuls of skin and muscle.  They take it to the 

trees to gorge on the feast they are presented with.  Brooks walks on as though 

enacting a forgotten religious right.  He drags the travois over fallen trees and 

through looping networks of brambles and honeysuckle.  He performs his penance 

head down and eyes open wide as though it is he that is dead and not the corpse he 

carries.   

 The body lies with arms outstretched thin and twig like, strapped neatly to 

the wood.  The fingers thin and bulbous at the joints the pale white bone exposed.  

The teeth crookedly smile from the ragged visage.   

 The vines and thorns scourge Brooks body and he feels the wrenching of his 

flesh as he pulls.  The travois thuds and falls over each obstacle and as it emerges 

from the foliage the vines and limbs fall and cover it in a lattice of thorny webs.  

The weight increases as the crows land and take from the body.   

 Brooks struggles and falls and rises to his feet once more.  The tree trunks 

he falls against smote his body with course and painful blows and he trickles with 

blood from head to torso.  He walks on though in penitents.  The blood and the 

mud mixing to a purple hue then robes his body in streaks and lines and his eyes 

peer out from behind the mask bloodshot and full of sorrow.  He thirsts and 

hungers but still he walks.  Though lines of blood flood down his sides his does not 

look up from his penance and alone he pulls his burden through the mud and the 

mire to accomplish his task, to bring the body to the village to face whatever justice 

he must face.  This he must do.   
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By nightfall on the third day since the murder, he sees his destination.  Along the 

valley between the hillside and the lake there sits the town.  It shimmers in the 

distance with hazy but starling clarity.  The stars exist there in the lake along with 

the lights.  They swirl in their myriad reflections more stars in the distant shifting 

water than in the sky more lights than exist in the town moving like pinpricks of 

light shining through a shifting black cloth.  Between him and the town there is 

nothing but trees and fields.  He falls to his knees and takes the soil there in his 

hands he holds the soil in his fists and he feels his penance coming to an end.  The 

cold dry earth in his hands softens to a pulp and he places the blood stained mud 

back in its place.  The shimmering font of stars by the town shifts as a boat passes 

unseen across it and it looses all clarity the lights and stars breaking into motions 

that diminish the reflection and the lake blackens to the point of obscurity, a void 

now sits by the town an oblong of nothing sits unassumingly by the trees and 

buildings.  He falls to the ground and slumbers against his will he has not yet 

completed his task. 

 

 

When he wakes it is not yet morning. The sky is thick with stars and only a slight 

glow on the horizon gives hint of the dawns arrival.  Clouds of indistinct shape and 

size travel across the unbroken line and glow orange as the sun rises and fills the 

space between with a light of pale lambency emanating from beyond the reaches of 

the earth from places hidden and magnificent, distant and cold.  He stands and 

takes the weight of the travois, he doesn’t look on the corpse but the corpse looks 
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on him blackly.  Below the corpse onto the carpet of pine needles a thin trickle of 

liquid seeps, a sticky substance a distillation of the corpses fluids. 

 Brooks walks determinedly towards the town.  He knows he must face 

justice for what he has done.  The crows are less in number now.  The ones that are 

left look on with a stark indifference.  They preen themselves and turn their heads 

back and forth, they hold their wings to the sun, basking and blinking leathery lids 

over their cold beady eyes.  Brooks takes the travois down the hill, he moves away 

from them and they do not follow.   

 He walks alone for the first time away from the crows and towards the town.  

A mist forms on the hill and it washes about the trees in thin wisps.  Brooks sees the 

town lights dim behind the diffuse veil of the mist.  He passes by the trees that slant 

against the hill in diminishing ranks.  Small birds twitter agitatedly and flit from 

branch to branch on his approach and Brooks regards them as they open their 

beaks and screech towards the sky.  One bird stands bobbing it holds a writhing 

mass of insects in its beak.  It turns and bobs its head and then departs.  

 As he reaches the edge of the town the lights grow more numerous as the 

townsfolk awaken.  Morning fires are lit and smoke rises in thin lines from the 

chimneys.  Bacon smells rise and coffee smells and music of unknown origin.  The 

fences and gates now bar him and he navigates the dwellings pulling the travois 

through the wire and fence posts.  The travois has grown loose and the joins have 

unravelled.  He walks down an alleyway littered with broken glass, a carpet of 

sparking jewels crunching underfoot.  The litter of all the drunken nights of the 

town, the wooden poles of the travois scrape through it.   
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 Brooks enters the main street and passes along it and towards the police 

station.  The travois scrapes along the tarmac and bounces over the potholes.  

People stare from the shop fronts.  A man stands holding a newspaper the corners 

flopped over he holds it like a dead bird in his hands.  His eyes turn to the side as 

Brooks walks along.  Another man watches through the glass of a café hands 

pressed against the steamed window thin trickles of water sliding like melted wax 

from his fingertips.   

 Brooks sees the people watching and he feels shame.  One man skips down 

some steps toward him.  He is elderly and bald; his head shines in the sunlight as he 

crosses the road.  He rubs his chin as he approaches the strange wanderer.  He sees 

a man gaunt and bloodied.  The man is malnourished filthy and his eyes are wild yet 

sorrowful.  He pulls a wooden travois with him a covered object upon it, some 

strange form hidden beneath the wilted bracken and tree branches.  The old man 

approaches wearily.   

“Excuse me” the man speaks up coughing as his does as though to speak is to break 

some bizarre spell.  The old man coughs again “excuse me, are you ok son?”  Brooks 

does not turn to greet the man but instead he walks on, stumbling a little causing 

the man to jump backwards.  “Are you ok?  What’s that you are pulling their son?” 

the old man points a long arthritic finger towards the travois.  Brooks turns back as 

though he has forgotten.   

“I killed a man up on the mountains.  Stabbed him with a knife and cut loose his 

bowels.  I was so far up.  I didn’t want the scavengers to get him so I brought him 

here so I can face justice.  What time the police station open around here?”  Brooks 

face is long and drawn and his eye peer through as though he is peering through a 
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mask.  He does not stop walking but instead he walks on with lethargy.  The old 

man peers at the travois, and then back to Brooks.  He walks along side Brooks and 

peers intently upon his face as though attempting to understand what this ragged 

stranger is doing here without asking him.  He looks back at the travois.   

“This man you killed.  What did he do to you?”  He asks.  Brooks hangs his head a 

little and beads of sweat form there and drop.  His face his caulked with dirt and he 

looks from behind it like a clown from behind makeup.  His eyes are lined with 

streaks like two stars shining from oblivion.   

“He did nothing to me”.  Brooks returns to his penance, he pulls the travois closer 

to his destination.  Another man has joined the old man.  Then two children with 

leather satchels diverted from their walk to school join the small group.  They hold 

the satchels straps across their foreheads and walk in this way attempting to peer 

under the branches and leaves of the travois.  Others join in the group now, women 

and children, men and dogs.  Three stray dogs follow behind happy to have found a 

pack to join.  The people shout questions to Brooks and each other but Brooks 

doesn’t answer he just walks on.  The throng burbles constantly an inane chatter of 

meaningless questions and imagined answers.  Some of the children start to lift the 

covering but their mothers stop them and Brooks doesn’t notice.   

 Brooks hands bleed from the wooden poles rubbing his palms.  He stumbles 

at times but never falls.  Someone shouts an insult and many people laugh.  The 

crowd has gathered into a amalgamate mass of people a rabble of different groups 

shouting and laughing but confused by the spectacle.  The old man who joined first 

leaves the throng and runs on ahead to the police station.  Brooks falls to his knees 

and drops the travois.  The wooden poles jolt as they fall to the tarmac, the travois 
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bounces a little and a comical sound echoes down the street.  There is a smattering 

of laughter and a little boy says something that makes some laugh louder.  Someone 

throws a bottle of water at Brooks and as it hits him he falls to his side.  He hears 

braying laughter as he get back to his feet.  The people around him throw back 

their heads in laughter.  A gold tooth flashes from inside a woman’s mouth like a 

treasure hidden in some cave.  The teeth are yellow and cigarette stained, she 

points at something and holds her hand to her mouth to whisper coyly to a friend 

who giggles in response.  He doesn’t hear their laughter but he sees the people 

open and close their mouths like fish.  He stands with great difficulty and takes the 

travois weight again.  Blood runs down from his knees.  He hangs his head and 

pulls.  Another man walks along with him and asks again what he is carrying.  

Brooks cannot speak.  He cannot breath.  He is shaking.  The sun glows enormous 

against the pure blue sky.  Long shadows stretch from the group a long humped 

shadow shaped like a whale slides out along the roadside.  

 When Brooks reaches the police station the chief of police stands with a cup 

of coffee in his hand.  He holds the other hand on his hip.  He regards the scene 

with incredulity and chuckles a little at what he sees.   

“Now, Now!  What on earth is this?  Never have I seen such a sight so strange on a 

Friday morning.  What is happening here? “  The chief stands sipping his coffee.  

He sees the crowd.  The agitated mass of people, some angry some laughing and 

mocking the man at the centre, some quiet and watching indifferently.  Others he 

sees on the margins they seem afraid and weary. 
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“What is happening here?”  He asks Brooks.  Brooks kneels on his bleeding knees 

unable to stand now.  He coughs into his hand and tries to speak.  His mouth is dry 

and he cannot find the words.  

“Give the man some water someone?”  A bottle is passed from somewhere in the 

crowd and a woman near to Brooks holds his head and tips it gently into his open 

mouth.  The crowd mumbles and divides.  Different groups form and mutter to 

themselves.  Brooks speaks now his dry throat rattling stertorously.  “I have 

murdered a man.  Up on the mountains.  I want to face justice.  I have committed 

the sin of murder.  I don’t know the man’s name.  I cut his bowels open.”  Brooks 

beckons to the travois.  “I brought his body to you so I can face justice.  For three 

days I have pulled him through the forest to bring him to you so he can be properly 

buried”.  

“You know the penalty for murder here is death?”  The police chief says.  Brooks 

nods.  The chief finishes his coffee and throws the dregs onto the road.  “Is this the 

truth?”   

Brooks nods and reaches over to the travois.  The crowd lean in to see the horrific 

corpse of the murdered man, the disembowelled thing of Brooks torment.  There is 

a silence as he pulls back the branches that cover the murdered man.  Brooks blinks 

mutely.  There is nothing there.              

   

The End 
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